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BUNDESENTSCHEID 4er-CUP 2015 

 

 

Station 1: 

ALLGEMEINWISSEN I - ENGLISCH 
 

Punkteanzahl: max. 20 Punkte 

Zeit: max. 20 Minuten 

Punkte Team 

 

JurorIn 1 

 

JurorIn 2 

 

 

1. Listening Comprehension „Peaceful Warrior“                           5 Punkte 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1zJHFykvOs 

 

Fill in the gaps! The video will be played twice.  

0.5 points for each gap (correct spelling) 

 

"That's it Danny. Excellent! Millman, you're good!" "I train seven days a week, fifty weeks out 

of the year. School's kind of a breeze. I get __________  A's." "Hey Dan!" "Looking good all 

right!" "Thanks cuz." "How can they all be in love with me?" "I got great friends. I'm in 

____________________! And I only sleep alone when I absolutely want to." "Dan." "I want to 

know what's going on." "With some hard work I'm sure you'll be able to walk again." "Help 

you with something?" "What the hell did you just do?" "There's a lot you'd have to know be-

fore you could understand what you saw." "The mind is just a ______________organ, the 

answer to everything. Pass me that wrench." "I don't know what to do now." "Everything has 

a purpose - even this. And it's up to you to find it. A _________________ does not give up 

what he loves. He finds the love in what he does." "I don't think your leg is the only thing that 

got broken." "The doctors have told me that you will never _____________ again." "Throw 

out everything you don't need in here that's keeping you from this ______________. You'll 

be ___________________ what you can do. I call myself a peaceful warrior because the 

battles we fight are _________________________. This moment is the only thing that 

___________________." "Are you __________________________?“ 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1zJHFykvOs
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2.  Collocations                                         2,5 Punkte 

 

Choose the correct collocation. 0.5 points each. 

 

Your company has had a long and fruitful ______ with mine. 

 assignment  assistance   association    assessment   assets 

 

We had to choose from a motley ______ of candidates. 

 assignment  assistance   association    assortment   assets 

 

She wants me to carry out a special ______ for her. 

 assignment  assistance   assertions    assessment   aspect 

 

I'm afraid to say I think your plan starts from an unfounded ______ . 

 assignment  assistance   assumption    assortment   asset 

 

You need to improve the hostile ______ in your office. 

 assurance  atmosphere   assumption    assessment   association 

 

 

3.   Prepositions                        4 Punkte 

 
 
Fill in the missing preposition! 0.5 points each.  
  
 Are you going to apply  ____ that job at university?  

   

 

 What kind of sport are you keen  ____ ? 

   

 

 What sport are you good  _____ ?  

   

 

 I am afraid  ____ losing my job. 

   

  
 You should prepare  ____ your interview.  

   at 

  
 Did you succeed ____ finding your friend ? 

   

 
 He accused the man  ____ stealing. 

   

 
 We arrived  ____ New York yesterday.  

 on  of   for    in   at 
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4.   Modal Verbs          3,5 Punkte 

 
Tick the correct answer! 0.5 points each.  

 

Jim will be surfing the net - his phone's been busy for the last three hours. 

  He will probably be surfing in a few hours.  

  I'm sure that he's surfing at the moment. 

 

Providers ought to have warned their customers about this new trojan horse - the damage it's 

done is enormous. 

  Providers must have warned their customers about the trojan horse.  

  Providers didn't warn their customers about the new trojan horse. 

 

Sara might get Frank to solve her software problem. 

  Maybe she'll ask someone else for help. 

  She may be allowed to get outside help for her problem. 

 

Someone else could have used Nora's access code - that's the only explanation I can think 

of. 

  Someone else was able to get into the system using Nora's code. 

  There's a possibility someone else used Nora's code to get into the  

 system. 

 

The way things look, the final steps of the project should not cause any problems. 

 We mustn't let any new problems delay the end of the project. 

  We ought to finish the project without further problems. 

 

They must have had a password or they couldn't have got into the system. 

 They were required to enter a password. 

  They are sure to have had a password. 

 

We might as well sell our old computer - no-one ever uses it anymore. 

  There's no point in keeping our old computer. 

  Maybe we'll sell our old computer. 

 

 

5.   Verb Forms and Tenses       2,5 Punkte 

 

Write the correct form of the verb in brackets. 0.5 points each.  

 

I just wish someone had _______________ [BEAR ] in mind that it was my first international 

conference in English and I was very nervous. 

 

The number of people in Denmark who speak English fluently _______________________ 

[RISE ] by over 15 % last year due to a government-funded campaign to promote the learn-

ing of foreign languages. 
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My French friend Jaques _________________ [BRING UP ] with the strange idea that the 

United States  _________________[BE ] a monolingual English-speaking country with just a 

few fast-disappearing minority languages. 

 

You look tired. Have you _________________ [WORK] hard? 

 

6.   True or False? Science Quiz      2,5 Punkte 

 

Tick T(rue) or F(alse) to indicate if the statement is correct!  

0.5 points each.  

 

  T F 

1 Molecules are chemically bonded.   

2 Herbivores eat meat.   

3 The human skeleton is made up of less than 100 bones.   

4 Venus is the closest planet to the Sun.   

5 Conductors have low resistance.   

 

 


